


Background to SmallWall
Scan the QR code to 
explore the website



About Fundamental Movement Skills

https://pdst.ie/physlit


A TARGET Framework





Motor Skill Focus: Vertical Jump
TARGET Strategies: Task and Grouping- children are tasked with jumping at 
incremental heights in line with their capabilities in groups of 4 to 5

Children placed in small group– ideally mixed gender. 1 child is 
tasked as being ‘The Coach’ in charge of adjusting the height of the 
‘High Jump’. The coach starts at a low height allowing each child 
jump, one at a time. When all children have touched the ball, the 
Coach incrementally increases the height of the ball to challenge 
children in the group. The coach ultimately tries to find the height 
that supports a ‘finger tip touch’ for each child

Allow all children to have at least 5 jumps at varying levels of 
height. Allow all children to be ‘The Coach’. 

Let’s Move

Move Some More

Encourage proper use of arms 
to achieve maximal height –
arms swing back, then 
forcefully forward high up 
over their head

Skill Tip

Scan the QR code to 
See a short video of this activity



Motor Skill Focus: Locomotor Skills – hop, skip, jump, slide, run
TARGET Strategies: Evaluation – give private feedback, 

Let’s Move

Move Some More

Skill Tip

Divide children equally into the four squares of the SmallWall 
arena. Identify the number of children in each square. Ask 
children to find a space in their square where they are not in 
contact with anyone else. Instruct children to move around 
individual squares in response to traffic light commands

On the command ‘Powercut’, children run to a new square 
ensuring that the number of children in that new square does 
not exceed the number of children in their original square 

Alternate locomotor responses to amber and green commands. 
Add speed commands with each colour e.g. (Amber – fast, 
Green- slow).

Provide verbal feedback in relation to the 
parts of a skill – arms, foot position etc. 
Encourage high knees and powerful arm 
action to bring the body high off the 
ground



Motor Skill Focus: Throw & Catch
TARGET Strategies: Grouping – working in pairs; Evaluation - give private 
feedback; Authority – children choose object to throw

Children work in pairs, or in small groups and position themselves at 
either side of the ‘high throw’. A child throws a bean bag through the 
high throw to ‘feed the horse’. 

When the child on the other side catches the beanbag, 
the pair receive a letter ‘H’. Each time they catch a bean bag thrown 
through the ‘high throw’, they receive another letter until they spell the 
word H.O.R.S.E. 

Vary the height of the ‘high throw’ or, vary the size of the throwing 
object. Adjust rules so that every time a child does not catch bean bag, 
they start back at letter ‘H’ once more. Increase distance between 
players.

Let’s Move

Move Some More
Encourage extended arms for catching

Skill Tip

‘High Throw’



Motor Skill Focus: Throw
TARGET Strategies: Time – children afforded as much time as needed to 
achieve success

Children placed in small groups and each given a bean bag.
Beginning on the first line closest to the ‘Target Board’ children take 
turns throwing their bean bag through any target on the target board. 
When a child is successful, they move back on the ladder. 

The aim is to successfully throw a bean bag through a target on the 
target board from every point on the ladder all the way back to the 
central line. Proficient throws are essential to successfully reach the 
target board from this central line. 

Ask children to throw with their non-dominant hand. Replace beanbag 
with a tennis ball or soft ball. Children only move back back on the 
ladder after two successful throws.

Let’s Move

Move Some More Ensure children stand to the side 
of each line on the ladder when 
it’s not their turn to avoid being 
hit by a peer.

Safety!



Motor Skill Focus: Kicking
TARGET Strategies: Authority – children choose distance from target

Children placed in small group (5 to 6 people) with only one ball to 
share. Group is given authority to place the ‘SmallWall ramp’ at a 
distance from the main ‘target wall’ that is comfortable to them. 
Children take it in turns to kick the ball up the ramp and ‘splat’ the 
target board. Children retrieve their ball they have just kicked and 
dribble it back to ‘base’. If the ball makes any contact with the board, 
the group receives 1 point. If the ball sinks through any circles, the 
team receives three points. Task the team with achieving 20 points.

When children retrieve their ball, task them with dribbling the ball  up 
central ladder and, kick pass it to the child waiting next in line at the 
SmallWall ramp.  Vary distance between ramp and target. Vary angle of 
the ramp. Replace target with partner tasked with catching the ball. 

Let’s Move

Move Some More Prompt children on the importance of 
using the side of their foot to 
effectively kick the ball up the 
SmallWall ramp.

Skill Tip



Motor Skill Focus: Throwing and, any locomotor skill
TARGET Strategies: Grouping – promote cooperative learning

Children divided into two teams. Teams line up at opposite ends of the 
central ladder. Each child is given a bean bag. On the command, ‘Go’ the 
first child on each team hops from the back of the central ladder up to 
the ‘high throw’ and gently throws their bean bag through the circle into 
a hoop immediately below. After throwing, children run back to tag the 
next member in their team. When the last child from both teams has 
returned, count the number of bean bags that have successfully arrived 
in the hoop. The team with the most bean bags are the winners. If it’s a 
tie, identify which team completed the task first!

Alternate locomotor skill required (skip, jump, gallop etc.) to travel 
towards high throw.

Let’s Move

Move Some More Prompt children to hop once in 
between each run of the ladder and to 
‘drive’ their arms.

Skill Tip



Motor Skill Focus: Striking
TARGET Strategies: Grouping - Authority – children choose distance from 
target (rung on the ladder to start from)

Children are placed in small groups (4 to 5). Each child is given a soft 
ball. The team is asked to choose a rung on the ladder in front of the 
target board to start from. In turns, children are expected to stand side 
on to target board, drop the ball from their hand, allow it to bounce 
once, then strike the ball across their body. The aim is to make contact 
with the target board. Every time the ball hits any part of the target 
board, children receive 1 point. Anytime the ball goes through a circle 
on the target wall, children receive 3 points. Task the team with 
achieving 20 points.

Increase distance from the target board. 
Task younger children with reaching the ramp underneath the target 
board. 

Let’s Move

Move Some More
Children struggle with timing involved 
to self-bounce the ball before striking. 
Ensure that children are made aware 
that this is tricky, and ‘practice makes 
perfect’.  

Skill Tip



Motor Skill Focus: Kicking & Catching
TARGET Strategies: Grouping - paired work; Authority – children choose 
distance from target; Feedback – provide self-referenced private feedback

Children placed pairs and given authority to tilt the SmallWall ramp at 
an angle that suits them. One of the pair is tasked with kicking a ball 
along the ground with enough power to curve the ball up the ramp 
whilst the other child is tasked with catching that ball before it hits the 
ground

Task children with catching 5 consecutive Curve balls. Tilt the angle of 
the SmallWall ramp towards the user to make the task more 
challenging. 

Let’s Move

Move Some More Prompt children on the importance of 
using the side of their foot to 
effectively kick the ball up the 
SmallWall ramp.

Skill Tip





Motor Skill Focus: Locomotor Skill & Object Control Skills
TARGET Strategies: Grouping – cooperative small groups; Authority –
children choose their own course

Children are placed into 4 small groups and allotted one of the 4 
SmallWall Squares. Within each square there is adaptable 
SmallWall equipment and floor markings. Afford children choice 
over additional equipment such as hoops, cones, bean bags etc. 
Task each group with setting up an obstacle course that uses the 
whole square and includes at least 4 locomotor skills and 2 
object control skills

Have each group model their obstacle course to the class. Work 
together as a whole-class to develop ideas into one big obstacle 
course that covers the full SmallWall Arena

Let’s Move

Move Some More
Provide children with flashcards of 
locomotor skills and object control 
skill to prompt integration of these 
skills within the obstacle course

Skill Tip


